The thunder of a Colt Peacemaker will ring in your ears as nationally known handgun expert John Taffin brings the lore of the wild west to the era of modern shooting competition. Feel the rich gun leather and taste the smoke of Americas fastest-growing shooting game. Every aspect is explained for shooters of all levels. Join the fun of cowboy-style shooting. Let John Taffin take you from the general store where hell show you the latest in old western garb, to the firing line where some of the fastest guns around drop the hammer in search of a winning score.

My Personal Review:
While this book may not address the exact how-to's of CAS (cowboy action shooting) as much as some other titles, that in no way takes away from the value of the book. This book is a goldmine of information about single action pistols of all kinds. It also reviews the roots of CAS as well as clothing, gear, leather, loads and reloading components. This has become one of my very favorite books, and I find myself re-reading it about once a year. Taffin writes in an honest, straightforward style that makes the reader feel that they are having an informal conversation with a trusted friend. Even if you only have an interest in old west guns, and don't even shoot CAS, this book will be an excellent addition to your library. I consider this Taffin's masterwork, and it will be very difficult for any writer to ever top it.
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